BIOFIT ENGINEERED PRODUCTS
HEALTHIER HOSPITALS
COMPLIANT PRODUCTS
At BioFit, customer and environmental welfare are top priorities, which is why we proudly offer products compliant with Healthier Hospitals guidelines. Healthier Hospitals encourages manufacturers to provide information on furniture and fabrics that meet the Healthy Interiors goals of the Safer Chemicals Challenge. The BioFit products and upholsteries listed herein comply with the criteria noted in the Healthier Hospitals Healthy Interiors challenge.

**SEATING**

**MVMT™ LINE HIGH PERFORMANCE ERGONOMIC TECHNICAL SEATING**

- MVMT Pro
- MVMT Tech Series with Classic Base
- MVMT Tech Series with Heavy Duty Base

**FOUNDATION LINE ERGONOMIC TECHNICAL SEATING**

- Amherst
- Avenue
- Belize
- Bridgeport
- Elite
- Eton
HEALTHIER HOSPITALS PRODUCTS

SEATING

FOUNDATION LINE ERGONOMIC OFFICE-STYLE SEATING

Zephyr Mesh Back Series

ExecErgo Series

FOUNDATION LINE HEAVY CAPACITY SEATING

Intensive Plus Series

Skoop Polypropylene Molded Series

FOUNDATION LINE NON-Upholstered MULTIPURPOSE SEATING

FOUNDATION LINE STOOLS

Regent Series

Rexford Series

Traxx Series

Aramis Series

TXG Series

Ajax Series
ADJUSTABLE FOOTRESTS

HEALTHIER HOSPITALS PRODUCTS

ETCH: GRADE 4 POLYURETHANE

- ETC31 Wasabi
- ETC37 Dusk
- ETC35 Pier
- ETC32 Marsh
- ETC30 Orange
- ETC41 Collegiate
- ETC39 Storm

SLICONE-AVAIL: GRADE 4 SILICONE

- SLA81 Infinity
- SLA87 Marco
- SLA70 Stone
- SLA86 Taupe
- SLA72 Henna
- SLA93 Indigo
- SLA94 Raven
BIOFIT PRODUCT COMPLIANCE DETAILS

Formaldehyde
BioFit products featured herein meet Healthier Hospitals guidelines for low formaldehyde emissions. These products feature GREENGUARD certified upholsteries and comply with ANSI/BIFMA Standard Method M7.1-2011 (R2016) and ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014 Furniture Sustainability Standard, credits 7.6.1 and 7.6.2.

Perfluorinated and Polyfluorinated Compounds (PFCs)
Upholsteries used on BioFit Healthier Hospitals-complaint products do not use stain- and water-repellant treatments that contain PFCs. Customers are responsible for customer’s-own-material (COM) treatments and chemical content.

Flame Retardants
BioFit products featured herein meet Healthier Hospitals guidelines for flame retardants, excluding those specified by customers to meet CAL133 and City of Boston specifications. Customers are responsible for customer’s-own-material (COM) treatments and chemical content.

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
BioFit products featured herein do not contain PVC to comply with Healthier Hospital guidelines, or, PVC content is less than 1% of the total pertinent product weight to meet Healthier Hospital guidelines exemption. Customers are responsible for customer’s-own-material (COM) PVC content.

Antimicrobials
BioFit products featured herein do not contain antimicrobials to comply with Healthier Hospital guidelines. Customers are responsible for customer’s-own-material (COM) treatments and chemical content.

Furniture/fabric/products described herein meets the Healthy Interiors goal of the Safer Chemicals Challenge according to the manufacturer. Practice Greenhealth does not verify this information.

BioFit has partnered with suppliers to confirm components of products listed herein comply with Healthier Hospital guidelines. Visit biofit.com for more information and details on our entire product offering.